Centre for Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Visit from the Americas Research Group of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Friday 8th March 2019
Armstrong Building, room G.69/G.70

Programme

11am-1pm Research Round-Up event with FCO officers (refreshments provided)

- Jens Hentschke, Intellectual history of Ibero-America at the turn of the twentieth century
- Patricia Oliart, (i) Cultural Narratives of Crisis and Renewal (CRIC) project; (ii) Promoting the inclusion of critical gender and ethnicity perspectives (CGEP) in the education community in Peru
- Beth Robertson, An investigation into the recovery of primary education in the Caribbean following the 2017 Hurricane Season
- Nichola Williams, Rainfall shocks and its impact on child health and education: evidence from Guyana
- Dunja Fehimovic, Caribbean Film and World Cinema: Cinemas of Relation project
- Nick Morgan, (i) Screening Violence project; (ii) Grassroots democracy and development in Colombia
- Matt Benwell, Exploring geopolitics in the everyday
- Carlos Bolomey, The social life of fruit: public policies, labour and mobility in modern fruit farming, south central Chile.
- Keith Brewster, (i) Cultural diplomacy in C20th Mexico; (ii) Impact Case Study work in the Sierra Norte de Puebla.
- Rosaleen Howard, Translating Cultures Peru project
- Laura Pinzón Cardona, Collective action and digital media for spatial justice in Manizales, Colombia.
- Martin Evison, Advancing forensic science and medicine in Brazil
- David Manning, Mineral processes in soils (Brazil)

1pm-2pm Buffet Lunch

2pm-ca. 3:30pm Open invite to the Standing Conference special meeting

FCO Guests will talk about the work of the Americas Research Group of the FCO

3:30pm-5pm Standing Conference business meeting